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Rebellion has been one of my
favorite video game experiences.

I'm a sucker for nostalgia, so when I
walked into my local Gamestop
with my eyes wide open and my

wallet out, I knew right away that I
was going to shell out some cash.
Before the install of the 2019 Star
Wars content, Rebellion's entire

package was free. Now they've put
in a new map: Geonosis Arena, a

handful of new droids, more music
and a feature called Outlaw Droids.
Overall, the roster was pretty good,

and I loved how the free update
made the base game significantly

better. The chibi droid antagonist in
the campaign also steals the show,
so if you want to see this end game
on a smaller scale, then check this
out. Rebellion has been one of my
favorite video game experiences.
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I'm a sucker for nostalgia, so when I
walked into my local Gamestop
with my eyes wide open and my

wallet out, I knew right away that I
was going to shell out some cash.
Before the install of the 2019 Star
Wars content, Rebellion's entire

package was free. Now they've put
in a new map: Geonosis Arena, a

handful of new droids, more music
and a feature called Outlaw Droids.
22.Lego Star Wars: The Freemaker
Adventures: 23.Star Wars: Galaxy

of Heroes: Theres nothing quite like
a grid battle for a different kind of

space combat. Games like Star
Wars Galaxies (2005) allowed

players to interact in large-scale
battles, but this title brings the

battle to your mobile device. Star
Wars Galaxy of Heroes also brings
a special story mode to the squad
builder, allowing players to build

their characters in preparation for
the battles ahead.
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Chiraneau, still aboard the Reprisal,
was escorted by a short-fused
C-3PO and R2-D2 to the bridge

where she informed Wedge that the
Empire had tracked the rebels and

realized their invasion strategy.
After secretly changing course to

avoid the Imperials, Chiraneau was
unable to contact the evacuation

fleet, and joined the bridge team to
carry out the Reprisal's mission to

destroy the Starkiller Base.
Chiraneau sent the Superlaser on a
collision course with the base, but

the plan was foiled when the rebels
initiated their recovery sequence.
Chiraneau was mortally wounded

during a failed attack by two Rebels
on board the _Reprisal_'s bridge,

but her last words were to Wedge:
"People of the Rebellion, you must
survive. I am dying for you. Don't

let them win. This game is amazing.
It is the Star Wars game that Ive

been waiting for, the one that puts
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me squarely into the universe and
makes me feel like Im a part of it.
The thematic elements are off the

charts, and the gameplay is
incredibly rewarding. While the

combat could be a little streamlined
and the listed player count is

somewhat disingenuous, this is an
awesome game that I cant ever see
leaving my collection. Even with its
3-4 hour playtime, Ive still gotten in
twelve plays of this game. In short,
if youre a Star Wars fan or even just

a fan of well-designed tactical
games, these are the droids youre

looking for. Around 3 ABY, [35]
Antilles was recruited into Starlight

Squadron as part of the Fourth
Division's Operation Starlight. The
squadron was tasked with finding

the scattered divisions of the Rebel
Alliance fleet following the

evacuation of Hoth, to warn them
that the Galactic Empire had

cracked Alliance communications
and to deliver a new Trawak

security code that C-3PO and his
team had developed. During their
search, the squadron discovered
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wreckage of the Sixth Division near
Felucia and encountered Imperial
probe droids waiting nearby. The

probe droids latched onto the
astromechs of the X-wings and

attempted to access their archives.
Fearing the probe droids getting

the other rendezvous points,
Antilles suggested shooting them

off, but Shara Bey ( Starlight Leader
) questioned their chances. Instead,

Bey ordered all pilots to set their
astromech's self-destruct and eject

them, even though this meant
losing their nav data and their way

home. With no other choice, the
droids were ejected and detonated,
saving their valuable data from the
Empire. The Starlight pilots had no
time to catch their breath, as the
Imperial II-class Star Destroyer

Tarkin's Will arrived and attacked
the squadron. [9] 5ec8ef588b
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